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Introduction

A large number of experimental and theoretical works

in the fields from plasma physics to cosmology [1–3] are

devoted to the study of the effect of recombination radiation,

fundamental in the microworld, when a free electron passes

into excited and unoccupied states in the core of the discrete

spectrum of an atomic ion. In this paper, we study a

new mechanism for generating this effect — recombination

radiation initiated by inelastic scattering of a photon by

the electrons of an atomic ion. Meanwhile, we retain the

term
”
recombination radiation“ for the recombination effect

(transitions to excited states of the discrete spectrum of

an atomic ion) of not a free, but a virtual electron of a

continuous spectrum moving in a self-consistent (Hartree-
Fock) field of the 1s -vacancy. In this case, the photon

absorbed by the atomic ion gives rise to a virtual electron of

the continuous spectrum, and the recombination radiation

probability amplitude arises as a substructure of the total

scattering probability amplitude (Fig. 1, a). In the energy

area of the incident and scattered photons under study,

we also take into account the Compton photoexcitation

effect (Fig. 1, b) — the Landsberg − Mandelstam−Raman

effect [4]. Methods for calculating continuum (deceleration
emission and nonresonant Compton scattering) structures of
total doubly differential cross sections for photon scattering

by an atomic ion were developed in a recent paper by the

authors [5]. In this paper, as well as in the paper [5], the
helium-like ion of the silicon atom (Si12+, nuclear charge

of the Z = 14 ion; configuration and term of the ground

state[0] = 1s2[1S0]) is taken as the object of study. Studies

of the total doubly differential cross sections for photon

scattering by atomic ions are in great demand, in particular,

in the interpretation of continuum and resonant structures of

X-ray emission spectra from hot astrophysical objects (for
example, see [6,7]).

Method theory

Let us consider the processes of resonant (transitions to

the final states of the discrete spectrum) inelastic scattering

of a photon by electrons of a helium-like atomic ion:

ω + [0] → 1sx p(1P1) →
{

Ks

Kd

}

+ ωC , (1)

Ks = 1sns(1S0), Kd = 1smd(1D2), (2)

ω + [0] → 1snl(1LJ) + ωC . (3)

In (1), (3) and further, the atomic system of units

(e = ~ = me = 1), n ≥ 2, m ≥ 3, l ≥ 0, J = L, ω(ωC) —
energy of the incident (scattered) photon andx — energy of

the electron of the continuous spectrum of the intermediate

(virtual) scattering state, x ∈ [0 : ∞). Scattering through
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Figure 1. Probability amplitudes of resonant inelastic photon

scattering by a helium-like atomic ion (Si12+) in the representation

of Feynman diagrams: (a) recombination radiation; (b) Compton

photoexcitation. Right arrow — electron, left arrow — vacancy.

Double line — the state was obtained in the Hartree-Fock field

of the1s -vacancy. The black (light) circle — the interaction

vertex along the operator of the radiative (contact) transition.

ω(ωC) — incident (scattered) photon. Time direction — left to

right (t1 < t2).
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channels (2) corresponds to an initiated recombination

radiation (Fig. 1, a) according to the radiative transition

operator:

R̂ = −1

c

N
∑

n=1

(

p̂nÂn
)

. (4)

Scattering along channel (3) corresponds to Compton pho-

toexcitation (Fig. 1, b) according to the contact interaction

operator:

Q̂ =
1

2c2

N
∑

n=1

(

ÂnÂn
)

. (5)

B (4) and (5) are determined: Ân — the operator of the

electromagnetic field in the representation of the second

quantization, p̂n — the momentum operator of the n- ion
electron,c — the speed of light in vacuum and N — the

number of electrons in the ion.

When constructing the scattering probability amplitudes,

the second order (in terms of the fine structure constant)
of the quantum-mechanical perturbation theory is taken.

Analytical structures of doubly differential scattering cross

sections are established by methods of the algebra of photon

creation (destruction) operators, the theory of irreducible

tensor operators, and the theory of non-orthogonal or-

bitals [8]. For the recombination radiation cross section

(RR; Fig. 1, a, 2, a) in the dipole approximation for the

R̂-operator [5] we obtain:

d2σRR

dωCd�C
≡ σ

(2)
RR = r20

ωC

ω
ηµ

∞
∑

n=2

ans Gns , (6)

ans =
1

∈0

(ωns

ω
〈1s0|r̂ |εp+〉〈εp+|r̂ |ns+〉

)2

, (7)

Gns =
1

γb
√
π

exp

{

−
(

ωns − ωC

γb

)2
}

, (8)

where �C — spatial angle of emission of the

scattered photon, r0 — classical electron radius,

η = (2/9)π2ω4〈1s0|1s+〉2, η0 = 27.21, ε = ω − I1s ,

ωns = ω − I1sns , I1s — ionization threshold energy

1s2-ion shell, Isns — energy of 1s → ns -transition,
γ = Ŵbeam/(2

√
ln 2) and Ŵbeam — the width of the spectral

resolution of the proposed experiment. The Gauss-Laplace

spectral function appears in the Fermi
”
golden rule“ when

theδ(ωns − ωC) — Dirac function is replaced by Gns . In (7)
the length form for the one-electron radiative transition

operator is realized. A potential discrepancy between the

forms of length and velocity in the single-configuration

Hartree−Fock approximation can be removed by passing,

for example, to the multiconfiguration Hartree−Fock

approximation when constructing the complete wave

functions of the scattering states. The indices
”
0“ and

”
+“ correspond to the radial parts of the electron wave

functions obtained by solving the self-consistent Hartree-

Fock field equations for the configurations of the main ([0]),
intermediate ([1s+x p+]), and final ([1s+nl+]) ion states. As

expected, the section (6) satisfies the asymptotic condition

for the disappearance of resonances of the recombination

radiation: at ω → ∞ σ
(2)
RR ∼ 1/(γbω

3) → 0 for γb > 0.

In section (6), the contribution of the Kd scattering channel

was not taken into account, since, as the calculation

showed, it is four (or more) orders of magnitude less than

the contribution of the Ks− scattering channel. For the

polarization vectors of the incident (e) and scattered (eC)
photons, the axisymmetric (with respect to k — wave

vector of the incident photon) parameter µ = (e · eC)2 in (6)
determines the effect of angular anisotropy recombination

cross section. It is specified in accordance with the three

schemes of the proposed experiment. The first scheme —
photon polarization vectors are perpendicular (⊥) to the

scattering plane. The second scheme — photon polarization

vectors are parallel ((‖)) to the scattering plane. The third

scheme — scheme with unpolarized (UP) photons. The

scattering plane passes through the wave vectors of the

incident and scattered (kC) photons. As a result, we obtain:

µ⊥ = 1, (9)

µ‖ = cos2 θ, (10)

µNP =
1

2
(µ⊥ + µ‖), (11)

where θ — scattering angle (angle between the vectors k

and kC). For the Compton photoexcitation cross section

(CPh; Fig. 1, b, 2, b) outside the framework of the dipole

approximation for the Q̂ operator, we obtain:

σ
(2)

CPh = r20
ωC

ω
µ

∞
∑

n=2

bnpGnp, (12)

bnp =
6

∈0

(

〈1s0|1s+〉
〈

1s0| ĵ1(qr)|np+

〉)2
, (13)

where ĵ1 — spherical Bessel function of the first kind

of the first order and q = |k− kC |. Note that in the

dipole approximation for Q̂ — the operator ĵ1 → 0 and

σ
(2)

CPh → 0. In the (12) cross section, the contribution of

the photoexcitation states with l 6= 1 was not taken into

account, since, as the calculation showed, it is three (or
more) orders of magnitude smaller than the contribution of

the 1snp photoexcitation states. As a result, the quantum

interference of the probability amplitudes of the scattering

channels (1) and (3) is practically absent. The asymptotic

condition for the disappearance of the resonances of the

Compton photoexcitation takes the following form: at

ω → ∞ σ
(2)

CPh ∼ 1/(γbω
7/2) → 0 for γb > 0.

Results and Discussion

The calculation results as part of our theory are pre-

sented in Fig. 2, 3 and in the table. The value of

the ionization threshold energy 1s2-shell of the ion Si+12

I1s = 2437.659 eV is taken from [9]. The transition energies

Optics and Spectroscopy, 2023, Vol. 131, No. 4
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Figure 2. Double differential cross sections for inelastic photon scattering by the Si12+ ion for ⊥ scheme of the experiment:

(a) bremsstrahlung cross-section (BrS) and recombination radiation (RR), (b) cross nonresonant Compton scattering (CS) and Compton

photoexcitation (CPh). Incident photon energy ~ω = 6.7 keV, ~ωC — scattered photon energy. Angle of scatteringθ = 90◦. Width of the

spectral resolution of the experiment Ŵbeam = 0.5 eV.

for I1sns n ∈ [2; 7, 8, 9, 10] and I1snp for n ∈ [2; 10] are taken
from [10]. The I1sns values for n ∈ [3; 6] are taken from [11].
For n ∈ [11;∞], the transition energies are obtained by an

approximation of the form

I1snl = I1s −
1

n2

(

α +
1

n
β

)

, (14)

where the numbers α and β are determined by the

values I1sml for m = 9, 10. The probability am-

plitudes of the dipole Jns = 〈εp+|r̂ |ns+〉 and contact

Jnp = 〈1s0| ĵ1(qr)|np+〉 transitions for n ∈ [2; 10] were ob-

tained on the radial parts of the wave functions of the

Hartree −Fock approximation at an incident photon energy

ω = 6700 eV (energy Kα- emission line Fe24+ [12]) and

angle of scattering θ = 90◦ (Fig. 2). For n ∈ [11;∞)
integrals Jns and Jnp are obtained by approximation of the

form

Jnl =
1

n2

(

ς +
1

n
ρ +

1

n2
χ

)

, (15)

where the numbers ς, ρ and χ are determined by the

values Jml for m = 8, 9, 10. When constructing the

indicatrix of the Compton photoexcitation 1s → 2p in

the probability amplitude J2p, the dependence ĵ1 of the

Bessel function on the angle of scattering [see (17) and

Spectral data of the leading resonances of the recombination

radiation and (x p → ns)Compton photoexcitation (1s → np) in

⊥ — scheme of the experiment: ~ωC — scattered photon en-

ergy, incident photon energy ~ω = 6.7 keV, experimental spectral

resolution width Ŵbeam = 0.5 eV, angle of scattering θ = 90◦

nl ~ωC , eV σ 2, 10−2 · r2
0 eV

−1sr−1

2s 4845.35 2.290

3s 4520.55 0.685

4s 4407.31 0.289

2p 4835.01 3.546

3p 4517.44 0.548

4p 4405.94 0.187

Fig. 3, b ] is taken into account. The results in Fig. 2

and in the table at ωC > ω − I1s demonstrate pronounced

resonant structures of the spectra of recombination radiation

(Fig. 2, a) and Compton photoexcitation (Fig. 2, b). Contin-
uum structures of total doubly differential scattering cross

sections for ωC ≤ ω − I1s (bremsstrahlung (BrS, Fig. 2, a)
and nonresonant Compton scattering (CS, Fig. 2, b /)) are

taken from the paper of the authors [5]. The theoretical

width of the two-photon decay Ŵ1s2s
∼= 6.2 · 10−8 eV of the

metastable state 1s2s(1S0) was obtained by approximating
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Figure 3. Indicatrices (a) of recombination radiation and (b) of Compton photoexcitation for the Si12+ ion with polar radius and polar

angle at fixed energies of the incident (~ω = 6.7 keV) and scattered ~ω = 4.845 keV (x p → 2s, RR), ~ωC = 4.835 keV (1s → 2p, CPh))
photons. Width of the spectral resolution of the experiment Ŵbeam = 0.5 eV. Scheme of the experiment: ⊥ (solid curve), ‖ (dashed curve),
unpolarized photons (dash-dotted curve).

the results of [13] (He−Ne8+). The theoretical width of the

dipole-allowed decay of the 1s2p(1P1)Ŵ1s2p
∼= 3 · 10−2 eV

state was obtained by interpolating the results of [14]
(Na9+), [15] (Ar16+) and [16] (Cr22+). The obtained values

for the resonance widths of the recombination radiation

(Ŵ1sns
∼= Ŵ1s2s) are inaccessible to modern experiment,

including telescopes in astrophysics [17]. However, the

schemes of the proposed experiment outlined above can

be implemented, in particular, by combining methods for

generating multiply charged ions and trapping them in a

”
trap“ with subsequent scattering of X-ray free-electron

laser radiation (XFEL) [18]. Therefore, as the width of

the spectral resolution of the experiment for all states, we

took the value Ŵbeam = 0.5 eV, achieved in a series of XFEL

experiments [19,20]. In this case, in formulas (6) and (12)
the summation is limited by the value of the principal

quantum number nmax = 500. The results in the table give

an idea of the magnitude orders of the leading resonances of

the scattering cross sections for the accepted value of Ŵbeam.

The transition to the theoretical values γ1sn(s ,p) reveals the

fact that the resonances of the Compton photoexcitation are

practically suppressed in comparison with the resonances

of the recombination radiation in any energy range of the

photon incident on the ion:

σ
(2)
1snp/σ

(2)
1sns ∼ Ŵ1sns/Ŵ1snp ∼ 10−6. (16)

The results in Fig. 3, a qualitatively reproduce those for the

bremsstrahlung of paper [5]. The quantitative difference (the
scattering cross section goes to zero at θ = 90◦ in the ‖-
scheme of the experiment) from the results [5] is due to the

fact that in (6) the contribution of the Kdscattering channel

is discarded, negligible compared to the contribution of the

Ks scattering channel. In case of bremsstrahlung [5] Ks -

and Kd-scattering channels make comparable contributions

to the scattering cross section at θ = 90◦ in the ‖-scheme of

the experiment. The results in Fig. 3, b demonstrate a strong

asymmetry with respect to the angles θ = 0◦ and θ = 180◦

of the scattering indicatrix for Compton photoexcitation

resonances. The reason for the asymmetry lies in the

analytical structure of the q parameter of the j1 Bessel

function:

q ∼
(

ω2 + ω2
C − 2ωωC cos θ

)1/2
. (17)

According to (17), q ∼ ω − ωC at θ → 0◦, while

q ∼ ω + ωC at θ → 180◦ . As a result, for all schemes of

the proposed experiment

J2
2p(θ = 0◦) ≪ J2

2p(θ = 180◦). (18)

Thus, during
”
forward“ scattering, a scattering cone arises

with an opening angle 2θ ∼= 50◦, in which the resonances

of the Compton photoexcitation (Fig. 3, b) are practically

suppressed in comparison with the resonances of the

recombination radiation (Fig. 3, a).

Conclusion

The total doubly differential cross section of inelastic X-

ray photon scattering by electrons of a multiply charged

helium-like atomic ion is theoretically studied. The struc-

tures of the spectra of initiated recombination radiation

and Compton photoexcitation and their angular anisotropy

are established. In this case, the angular anisotropy

of the Compton photoexcitation is accompanied by a

strong asymmetry of the scattering phase functions. It

is shown that, when passing to the theoretical values of

the spectral decay widths of the metastable (1sns) and

dipole-allowed (1snp) final scattering states, the resonances

Optics and Spectroscopy, 2023, Vol. 131, No. 4
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of the Compton photoexcitation are practically suppressed

in comparison with the resonances of the recombination

radiation. The results obtained are predictive.
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